In 2016, CRWB successfully reinforced its long standing collaboration with some of its corporate donors who support our humanitarian aid activities, such are: The Embassy of the Republic of Iraq and the Representation of the Sultanate Oman, Bulgarian Red Cross, Foundation "Mission without Borders". In the past year, CRWB also managed to attract several major companies as new corporate donors: in October 2016 Henkel Bulgaria provided hygienic and cosmetic products at the amount of 6406 BGN, and Telenor Bulgaria provided over 500 pairs of new men and women clothing. The cooperation with the shoe company Mat - Star BG Ltd. was renewed and in June, they delivered to the humanitarian center of CRWB over 300 pair of shoes, distributed to both refugees and to asylum seekers.

As a result of the growing popularity of CRWB and the trust we have built among the donors and the general public, the humanitarian work of CRWB has received support from:

- Photographic house "Photo Place" , who donated several boxes of candy for children;
- The French Cultural Institute, who took part in the charity campaign "Welcome to the Bulgarian school" providing educational materials;
- "Project Refugees" of Caritas Sofia, who participated in the fundraising campaign for hygiene products.

As one of the finalists in the competition "The change, that I want to be", organized by the project "100 for 100" in February, CRWB won three notebooks Lenovo, which are successfully used by CRWB social mediators working in the regional reception centers of the State Agency for Refugees.

In terms of work with individual donors, they continued to send their donations via the courier companies from all over the country in 2016.

**Donations received in 2016**

- **Individual donors** – 164 persons
- **Legal entities** - 18 donations from 16 legal entities: Embassy of Republic Iraq, Foundation “Mission without Borders”, SOHO Center, Project “100 for 100”, 105 High School “Atanas Dalchev”, MatStar BG Ltd., Anglo-American School, Bulgarian Red Cross, Forum „Career with Cause”, Representation of Sultanate Oman, Photo Studio “Photo Place”, Telenor Bulgaria, French Cultural Institute in Bulgaria, Henkel Bulgaria Ltd., Home for Medical Care, Christmas Charity Bazar.
- **Donations in kind**: For 2016 CRWB received different kinds of donations from legal entities at the total amount of 41 186.86 BGN and from individual donors, participating in the various donation campaigns at the total amount of 762.11 BGN.
- **Monetary donations**: 20 money donations from 17 individual donors and 2 money donations from legal entities in the amount of 3710.70 BGN